
Gaming-grade wireless with long-
lasting battery life
Signature HyperX comfort
Immersive in-game audio
Durable, adjustable steel slider
PC, PS4™, and PS4™ Pro ready
90° rotating ear cups with LED 
lighting effects
Intuitive audio and mic controls
Detachable noise-cancellation 
microphone  

more >>

Escape the limits of cable connections and roam free with 
the wireless HyperX Cloud Flight™. With a solid, gaming-
grade wireless connection, incredible 30-hour1 battery life, 
and signature HyperX comfort, Cloud Flight allows you to 
play uninterrupted for longer. The closed cup design helps 
keep you immersed, while the durable steel slider and 
high-quality construction mean it’s built to withstand daily 
wear and tear. This PC, PS4™ and PS4™ Pro ready headset is 
also additionally headphone compatible with devices that 
support a 3.5mm wired audio connection2 via the included 
cable. The ear cups rotate 90° to rest comfortably around your 
neck during breaks, and feature convenient controls for LED 
e� ects, mic mute, power, and volume. The detachable noise-
cancelling mic helps ensure that your communications are 
heard crystal clear, and Cloud Flight has been certi� ed by 
TeamSpeak and Discord.

Reliable wireless freedom with long-
lasting battery life.

HyperX Cloud Flight Wireless Gaming Headset  
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1 Tested at 50% headphone volume with LED o� .
2 Mic and earcup control functions not supported while using wired connection.
3 Wireless range may vary due to environmental conditions

Gaming-grade wireless with extra-long battery life

Solid wireless connection and 30-hour1 battery life allow you to game 

uninterrupted for longer.

Signature HyperX Comfort  

Stay comfortable even during long, late-night gaming sessions.

Immersive audio enhances your gaming

Crystal clear lows, mids, and highs help enhance the ambiance of 

your games.

Durable, adjustable steel slider  

Cloud Flight is built to last and endure to daily wear and tear.

PC, PS4™, and PS4™ Pro ready

One wireless headset for your PC and PS4 gaming needs. Cloud Flight 

is also headphone compatible with devices that support a 3.5mm 

connection2 via the included cable.

90° rotating ear cups featuring LED lighting e� ects

Stylish LED ear cups that rotate for additional comfort. 

Convenient ear cup audio and mic controls

Quickly access the controls for LED e� ects, mic mute, volume, and power 

on the ear cups. 

Detachable noise-cancellation microphone

Plug in to communicate with your team, or detach to relax with music.

FEATURES/BENEFITS
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Headphone
Driver Dynamic, 50mm with neodymium magnets
Type Circumaural, Closed back
Frequency response Wireless: 20Hz–20,000Hz
 Analog: 15Hz–23,000Hz
Impedance 32 Ω
Sound pressure level 106dBSPL/mW at 1kHz
T.H.D. < 2%
Weight 300g
Weight w/ mic and cable 315g 
Cable length and type USB charge cable (1m) + Detachable 
3.5mm headphone cable (1.3m)
Microphone
Element Electret condenser microphone
Polar pattern Noise-cancelling
Frequency response 100Hz-7,000 Hz
Sensitivity -45dBV (0dB=1V/Pa,1kHz)
Battery life1

30 hours - LED o� 
18 hours - Breathing LED
13 hours - Solid LED
Wireless Range3

2.4 GHz 
Up to 20 meters

SPECIFICATIONS

HX-HSCF-BK/AM (Americas, Asia)   
HX-HSCF-BK/EM (EMEA)

PART NUMBERS


